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Introduction

Book 1 of The Art of the Exit e-Book
Series, guiding owner-operators and

other entrepreneurs to bring their
companies to high-value exits.
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Ever hear a dying company owner say, “I

wish I could have spent more time at the

office?” Paychex founder and chairman Tom

Golisano was quoted in Chief Executive

Magazine: “At some stage, every CEO must

ask himself or herself: Is my long-term goal

to sell the business—or will I stay until they

wheel me out in a box?”

At some point you will decide on the timing

and type of exit you want to take from your

company. If you want to maximize the

liquidity value of your ownership in the

business you have built, you need to begin

planning for an exit long before, perhaps

years before it happens.

Over four decades of starting, building and

exiting my own businesses, and helping

countless other entrepreneurs and owner-

operators to do the same, I have assembled

a process for evaluating your company and

planning and executing the steps that will

maximize its value at the time of an exit.

Sale – transfer of ownership from you to

another owner.

Initial Public Offering (IPO) – turning

your ownership into securities that trade

on a public stock exchange. 

Merger – combining the ownership of

your business with another, producing a

new business and new ownership

structure.

The choice facing you is which exit path will

be most suited to your business, its

characteristics and your goals. 

The three primary exit paths open to most

businesses are:

This e-book provides you with a framework

for assessing your options around which of

these paths will be most attractive and

achievable.

Introduction to
The Art of the Exit
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Choosing Your Path

There are two key considerations
in determining the most advisable

exit path for you.
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There are two key considerations in

determining the most advisable exit path for

you.

One is the set of business measures (e.g.,

revenue level or revenue growth rate) you

must accomplish to make your company

conform to the requirements of any path you

wish to pursue at the valuation you want. 

The second is figuring out how to apply,

grow and make better the Performance

Assets under your control (e.g., people and

management systems) to get the measure

values you are after at the time of an exit.

Here is a summary of the 5-step process

you can undertake to evaluate an exit path

and choose which one will work for you.

Choosing 
Your Path

The Art of the Exit John Grillos

5-Step Process

4

Determine where your business is now with respect to Measures used to determine its

value and where you want it to be at the point of an exit.

Determine what adjustments, improvements or additions need to be made to each of

your Performance Assets to make your company conform to the values of the Measures

at the exit you are analyzing.

Combine the analyses of each Performance Asset into a single overall evaluation that

allows you to determine if you have the capital and time needed for implementation.

If your exit value aspirations are not in synch with your capacity to meet them, adjust the

analysis or the exit value considerations to bring everything in line.

Undertake the detailed planning and management projects needed to get from here to the

state of the desired exit.

1

2
3
4
5
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Relating Key Business
Measurements to Exit Paths

The Art of the Exit Choosing Your Path

Here are the detals of the process:

Table 1—Relating Key Business Measurements to Exit Paths

(Importance to an Acquirer, Public Market Investors or Merger Partner)

The process is based on key business measures relevant to the three exit paths as shown in

Table 1. The table provides a framework for your analysis of which path(s) are available to you.
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The Art of the Exit Choosing Your Path

Any company working toward an exit can use Table 1 and the process described below to

decide on which exit path(s) to take and what needs to be done to maximize the value of your

company on any chosen path. 

Here is How:

For each path you want to consider, construct a rank ordered list of measurements,

from Critical to Not Relevant.

Make an assessment of where you are in each measurement and where you want

each to be at the time you begin the process of an exit. Determining where you want

each measure to be at the exit can be challenging as knowing what values maximize

exit value takes a bit of guesswork or advice from qualified sources of information. I

have helped many entrepreneurs analyze and arrive at values for these measures.

Set your goals high as you have little chance of meeting a stretch goal if you have not

defined what it is.  An approach to the assessment is shown as an example in Table 2

below. Not all rows from Table 1 are included, which reflects that some of them may

not be relevant enough to require much thought.

Do the analysis needed to determine what improvement is needed for each Measure,

the cost of improving the Measure and a schedule for doing so. The goal is to make

each Measure meet the intended exit value. Almost anything you want to do to

improve your performance in one of the Measures requires making improvements in

one or more of the Performance Assets listed in Table 3 below. Table 3 is an example

format for documenting your considerations of each Performance Asset. The section

below, Managing Your Performance Assets provides considerations I think are

important in understanding their contribution to the process of value maximization.

1

2

3
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The Art of the Exit Choosing Your Path

Step 4 is to create an overall picture of Measure improvements needed to get to

the exit aspiration. This is done by combining the individual analyses done in Step

3 into a unified analysis, which gives you a picture of what must be done, what it

will cost and how long it will take. The unified picture must guide you in deciding if

you have the financial resources and time needed to get to the exit aspiration. If

you determine that you need outside capital to finance the changes, you need to

evaluate your options for getting it. That is covered separately in another e-book

in this series. If a disconnect between needed and available financial resources is

not resolvable then a partial redo of steps 1-4 needs to be done to bring financial

capacity and needs into alignment. I suggest the following order for adjusting the

Measurements to get them to conform to a financial constraint:

4

5

High Value and Easy

High Value and Hard

Low Value and Easy

Low Value and Hard

A
B
C
D

Once you have a balanced view of the Measures you want to take the hard work

starts. That is preparing and executing specific project plans to get the desired

results. The details of how to construct your plan requires extensive analysis but

my IntelliVen colleagues and I have helped dozens of entrepreneurs to generate

effective exit strategies. 

The Toolbox page of www.intelliven.com has many forms for structuring your

detailed plans.
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Examples

The Art of the Exit Choosing Your Path

Table 2: Example Partial Measure Priority Table for a Sale Transaction Type

Table 3: Example worksheet for Evaluating Changes Needed in 

Each Performance Assets Measure: EBITDA
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Managing Your
Performance Assets

This section sheds light on the
importance of each asset in the
determination of how valuable

your business will be at an exit.
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Hiring and firing, compensation programs,

compensation levels, leadership

development, succession planning,

management and peer review machinery,

employee engagement, and environmental

stability are critical human asset

management variables that need to be

optimized for a successful exit. 

I believe that people may matter more than

any other variable in a business for several

reasons.

Productivity differentials are enormous. The

Navy in the 1970s studied productivity of

computer programmers and concluded that

the most productive programmers could

develop 100 times as much debugged code

as the least productive programmers. Since

then other studies have confirmed this

result. We do not know how to measure

productivity for such things as creativity or

problem solving but I believe that as with

programmers there are one or two orders of

magnitude difference between the results

we can achieve from the best performers

over the least.

The cost of producing any result rises with

the cube of the number of people involved in

the process.

Other studies usually involving the

development of software systems prove this

point and, once again, I believe that there is

an analog to any intellectual job function. 

The implications of this cost multiplication

effect are enormous. Keeping teams small

improves results if the team has enough

total brainpower to get the job done. The

smarter the assignees, the smaller the

teams can be. 

The ability for organizations to operate

effectively goes down in proportion to the

size of its decision-making body. I claim that

large organizations are bad decision-makers

in large part because of the number of

opinions that need to be taken into account

in the decision-making process.  

People reflect the likely success of their

company in three ways, as I learned as an

investor over three decades. The best CEOs

hire the most capable employees—the old

saying is A’s hire A’s and B’s hire C’s. On

top of this, smart people gravitate to the

good companies, where teams of good

people push each other to be their best.

Managing Your
Performance Assets

The Art of the Exit John Grillos

PEOPLE
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Critical success factors, approach to the business, positioning

(company, product, service), competition, barriers to entry,

knowing how to allocate critical resources such as capital to

legacy, and future offerings are some of many things that

strategy must address. 

In a rapidly changing world, you need to conduct a periodic

review of strategy and make adjustments that are essential to

long-term success. The arrival of the COVID-19 pandemic has

made such strategic review and planning even more critical.

Rapid change is now accompanied with great uncertainty about

the future, complicating, and making more important the review

of strategy. 

As part of the hard work of developing and keeping a strategy

current, I like to ask myself these questions:

What things if I get them wrong will kill the company?

What do I do to protect the downside?

What elements of the strategy are subject to the highest level of uncertainty?

What highly uncertain elements of my strategy are the most dangerous to my long-

term survival?

What elements of my strategy produce the greatest opportunity for growth with the

least amount of risk?

In the current environment do I have enough of the key resources (people, money,

etc.) needed to survive and thrive? If not, what am I going to do about it?

The Art of the Exit Managing Your Performance Assets

STRATEGY

Questions
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The timeline for price erosion will compress.

Customer needs may shift faster than anticipated requiring changes to

your product/service offerings.

Quality, price, competitive advantage, customer fit, and defensive

measures needed to ensure survivability in the face of such things as

price erosion are some key considerations. Over time, product and

service prices decline as most offerings become commoditized. 

In the face of accelerating change:

The Art of the Exit Managing Your Performance Assets
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Adequate capital to finance the business now and in the future, access to capital, cost of

capital, types of capital (equity or debt generally), and timing for raising capital may be

important considerations for you. A separate eBook covers capital raising in detail.

In times of uncertainty, the environment for capital raising will be different. 

Bankers assume loan risks are increased and tighten lending qualification requirements.

They look for two sources for repayment and uncertainty negatively affects their view of

both. They lower the value of your tangible assets (one source of repayment) and your

stated cash flow (the other most common source of repayment). 

Venture capitalists slow their pace of investment and toughen terms. Their behavior is

labeled having “deep pockets and short arms”. If you need capital from an existing investor

you can expect that the terms of your next round will likely be less generous than the

previous round.

Angels and friends-and-and family rounds become unlikely sources of funding as uncertainty

is most commonly associated with decreased personal wealth, reducing or eliminating any

appetite for making investments.

Having the right product and service mix for the market at the

time, knowing who may be coming up on you with a better or

cheaper offering, knowing how and when product and service

innovation is critical to ongoing success are key considerations for

most businesses.  Consideration of these variables can change in

uncertain times. In general, in times of uncertainty, competitive

threats are softened as established companies slow their

developments and startups cannot get funded.

The Art of the Exit Managing Your Performance Assets
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CAPITAL

TIMING
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The more experience they have the more they know about what works                       

 and what does not.

They tend to be calm as previous disruptions have taught them that fear              

 reduces the ability to think clearly.

Having the people in place that “have been there and done that,” but who have what it takes

to “be here and do this” in the current market environment is important. 

Experienced individuals have two important qualifications:

The Art of the Exit Managing Your Performance Assets
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Internal and external communications systems are critical to your

organization’s success in that your people need to know what they

must do to pull in the same direction and why. It is critical to your

success that your customers and prospects are kept current about

your successes and challenges. The reality is that many teams

operate on the assumption that they share a common

understanding of their business, strategy, offers to market, target

customers, and other elements. But in reality, there are often very

badly misaligned views among teams. One of our specialties in

IntelliVen is helping teams to evaluate and reach alignment.

Distribution strategy, lead generation, funnel processing,

compensation systems, tracking, and the best sales

organization you can recruit are critical assets in any company.

Having mature and effective processes for demand generation

and fulfillment are essential for hitting growth targets in the

Measures, especially those related to financial performance.

Key Performance Indicators, dashboards, reviews, periodic goal

reviews, tracking progress over time, and similar mechanisms are

essential to achieving operational efficiencies that feed into the

Measures, especially around profitability and financial

performance. You cannot tell the score without a scorecard

carefully designed to keep everyone on track.

The Art of the Exit Managing Your Performance Assets
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Ready to Get on the
Path to Exit?

The template I have provided here
and the outline of the Performance

Assets provide a basic guide for
choosing a path to exit and

building a plan for the journey.

The Art of the Exit John Grillos
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The template I have provided here and the outline of the Performance Assets provide a

basic guide for choosing a path to exit and building a plan for the journey. 

In practice, there can be many nuances to the analysis and planning because every

business is unique. You may have access to capital or possess certain strategic assets that

will tilt the scale toward one path or another.

Assessing these factors and formulating an achievable exit plan is one way my IntelliVen

colleagues and I have helped entrepreneurs in a wide range of industries to reach their

goals.

Want to explore your options? 

Reach out to us at Intelliven.com or check out my coaching services at johnmgrilllos.com.

Building a Plan for
the Journey

The Art of the Exit John Grillos
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Who is IntelliVen?

IntelliVen is a San Francisco-based management consulting firm that works with up-and-

coming leaders and their teams to get aligned and on track to achieve breakthrough

performance.Our proprietary system of tools and templates package what we have learned

from decades of running and growing dozens of successful organizations and make doable

the hard-to-implement actions driven by disarmingly simple truths. We work with several

universities to develop and offer leading executive team development programs. Our

approach is distinguished in that everything we do reflects executive competence in

organization development and the practical application of human behavior theory.
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Who is John Grillos?

John is a successful entrepreneur, company financier, exit

coach, and IntelliVen Principal Consultant with an impressive

four-decade track record in every aspect of starting and

growing companies and orchestrating successful exits. Here is

how John explains what he has learned and what drives him:

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

My passion is helping companies become leaders in their

markets. I have developed the needed skills to help company

I have gone through the company life cycle with nearly 30 companies. I was an investor or

board member in all of them, and CEO or Executive Chairman in 19 of them. 11 of those 19

were winners in terms of creating returns to investors and management via mergers, IPOs and

other high-value exits.

Today I help entrepreneurs and owner-operators plan their own paths to exit via my mentoring

and coaching services.

owners and CEOs over several decades as a C-suite operator and financier of dozens of

companies. I started or bought, built and sold two companies. I managed four venture capital

firms, including two I founded, with combined capital under management exceeding $500

million.

I have been a highly influential director of 26 for-profit, both private and public, and non-profit

organizations. My efforts have helped create billions of dollars in market value and thousands

of jobs.
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